
Beyond Boundaries
An integrative strategy



8u30 – 10u00 Workshop 

10u00 – 10u15 Break



10u15 – 11u15 : Focus groups



What next: Het Balanske

 Thanks to Hannah Byttebier



What next: Na Tak

 Thanks to Anna Jagodzinska



End conclusions & 

questions we are left with

 Thanks to Róża Guźniczak



 What did we expect at the beginning of the project?

 What did we get?

SOLUTIONS

vs

DIFFERENT ATTITUDE TOWARDS DIFFICULT BEHAVIOR

Conclusions



Integrative 

approach

 Supported by the organization you 

work for and shared by colleagues

 Prevention

 Action

 Repair
2. Action

3. Repair

1. 
Prevention 
(Passport)



1. NO QUICK FIX

 Importance of creating structure

 Getting background information

 Situations when there is no right reaction

Conclusions



2. CHANGE OF  ATTITUDE

 Importance of relations

 Self-confidence

 New way of seeing the youngster

 Ability to look at difficult behavior from distance

Conclusions



3. SELF-REFLECTION

 Behavior as an interaction

 How my behavior/reactions can influence the 
client?

 How do I feel when difficult behavior occurs?

 How can I get support? What helps?

Conclusions



4. WORKING TOGETHER

 Gaining background information

 Creating a network around the person with a 
disability (piece in a puzzle)

 Consistency in reaction

 Team work, team support

Conclusions



5. FRAMEWORK AND TOOLS

 This helps us detect the problem behavior on 
beforehand

 Adjusting information to create solutions in my 
organization/target group

 Tools that are easy to prepare and use

 Methods must be workable

Conclusions



What do we need to explore more?: 

Questions left after the project

How can we create a preventive environment?

How do we handle moments of crisis? → specific solutions in different 

organizations

Can the strategy be implemented in other organizations?

How to prioritize work in a moment of crisis?

Should we combine knowledge of many different strategies to be able to 

deal with difficult behavior? 



Gold in 
our heads

Gold in 
our hands

Conclusions



Thank you!


